


We have heard the word ‘resilience’ so very often
to the point that some already find our use of it
far too much. However, at a time like this when
majority of events surrounding us seems to be
beyond our control, that same word provides
comfort and encouragement. The word
‘resilience” assures us that although things may
not turn out the way we thought it would, we
continue to adapt and emerge stronger than
ever. And like always, this, we can accomplish
together.

We at Manila Execon Group, Inc. have not been
immune to the effects of this pandemic. For
months on end, like many organizations, we have
sailed through what seems to be an unending
storm. But times like this serve as a strong
reminder for us as your long-standing learning
partner – to not lose sight of our mission to help
both businesses and individuals alike, by
equipping you with the necessary tools and skills
to navigate through periods of uncertainty such
as this one.

Inspired by this, we sought ways to amplify the
learning solutions in our arsenal to help you
address your most pressing needs. Bringing in
new capabilities from internationally renowned
solutions provider like Discover Assessments,
IMC, and Vengreso, paired with enhancements in
our portfolio through our newly launched Live
Virtual Learning, we trudge on with our goal to
give you a world-class learning experience that is
like no other.

This primer, beyond sharing what we have in
store for you, latches its purpose on helping you
see opportunities through the storm. The only
thing certain, after all, is the ever-presence of
uncertainty and change. Our challenge is to rise
above it, and rest assured, this we can do again
and again
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Months into the COVID-19 pandemic, countries
continue to struggle in finding the best course of
action to navigate through this unpredictable period.
With millions of people afflicted with coronavirus and
hundreds of thousands succumbing to death
worldwide, nation’s leaders are on their toes trying to
look for both short-term and long-term solutions that
would best help their people.

The same can be said for organizations and their
leaders. With the pandemic indiscriminately affecting
industries and businesses, top leaders are pressured
to make hard decisions in order to keep their business
and employees afloat. We see this in the likes of
furloughs, retrenchments, reorganization, and re-
skilling, to name a few.

World Economic Forum predicts a deeper recession
and a slower recovery to be felt on a global scale. With
countries on their own versions of lockdowns and with
millions losing their jobs, economic activity hits an all-
time low that is forecasted to trigger the worst global
recession since World War II.

The Philippines is no stranger to the struggles caused
by this pandemic. Five months under lockdown as of
writing, 26% of businesses nationwide have already
closed shop leaving millions of Filipinos unemployed
nationwide. To add to that, OFWs who have been 

considered the ‘economic lifeline’ of the Philippine
economy had no other choice but to return home due
to the pandemic, contributing to the increasing rate of
unemployment in the country.

ING Philippines economist Nicholas Mapa indicated
that it might take a while before the Philippines
returns to its “superhero form in pre-pandemic times.”
Contrary to the initial predictions of a sharp
bounceback made in the first quarter of 2020 by
finance secretary Carlos Dominguez, Mapa now
forecasts a bumpy L-shaped recovery considering the
economic effects of the pandemic to the country.

A  R O A D M A P  F O R

BOUNCEBACKBOUNCEBACKBOUNCEBACK

REALITIES OF TODAY

Where do we go from here?
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Pandemics come and go. In the natural course of
things, this too will eventually come to pass. Global
management consulting firm KornFerry highlights that
when it does, organizations need to be ready.

“This year will test not only the leadership acumen of senior
management but also the ability of organizations to operate
through ambiguity, with the need to balance empathy with
business continuity and the ability to rethink what
‘performance’ means in the post-coronavirus world.”

For business leaders and their organizations to get
through the critical months in this pandemic era,
KornFerry invites us to look at our business journey in
two halves:

First Half

The first half should be dedicated to safety,
containment, continuity, and contingency planning. It
deals with two crucial factors: keeping employees and
their families safe and business continuity while
preserving operations as best as possible. What this
calls for is calm and prudent leadership. For leaders,
their main job is to set direction, get their employees
focused, and most importantly, show compassion.

The first half is a time to review and enhance the
following areas:

Second Half

Organizations will be more capable to move forward
after dealing with the crucial factors intended to keep
their businesses going. The first half lays down
important steps that will allow them to prepare
preventive measures against further loss. Those that
have managed to keep their employees motivated and
engaged will be in a better position to take advantage
of the pent-up demand in the global economy,
equipping them to proceed to the second half.

The second half will have a stronger call for us to let
go of the way we did things in the past. Indicating
three areas critical to growing market share, namely
incentives, recruitment, and leadership, KornFerry
states that a pacesetting, “run fast and keep up” style,
or a more directive “here is what we need to do to
make up for lost time” approach may be in order. By
this time around, we are to grab opportunities that are
to come, to pave the way for the bounceback we have
been readying ourselves for.

THIS PANDEMIC WILL END
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WE WILL RISE AGAIN

We at Manila Execon Group, Inc. know that the world
will continue to be volatile, uncertain, complex, and
ambiguous. This global pandemic is simply a reminder
of that. Our mission as an organization is to journey
with you and ensure that you are equipped with the
tools and resources to continuously navigate through
uncharted waters. As for this situation we're in, we
trust that we will recover and bounce back stronger
together. Until then, we carry on and take challenges
as they come. 

As your learning partner, you can trust that we
will stand by you in these rough waters and
provide you the solutions you need to help you
get to where you want to go.

Driving efficiency and organizational design
models and deploying more agile operating
methodologies.

Training and developing hard and soft skills, so
employees are ready for the rebound curve.

Recruiting key roles and identifying incumbent
future leaders/high potentials.

Reviewing performance and reward systems, both
for short-term team-based goals and
improvements to overall performance-driven
incentives.

1.

2.

3.

4.



Assessments

FACE DISRUPTIONS HEAD ON WITH OUR

NEW AND REVAMPED

LEARNING SOLUTIONS

MANILA EXECON 2020 PRIMER

TRANSFORM YOUR LEARNING!

Our new and revamped portfolio allows you to access a one-stop-shop for
your learning and development needs. Create a learning journey that would

best suit your organization and employees' most pressing concerns. Mix,
match, and chart your learner map with the help of our consultants.
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Learning
Management
System (LMS)

Live Virtual Learning



INFOCUS

TRANSFORM YOURTRANSFORM YOUR
LEARNING WITH THESELEARNING WITH THESE

NEW SOLUTIONSNEW SOLUTIONS
The big events of this year were clearly not what any of us expected as

we wrapped up 2019. At that time, all we were worried about was
adapting to digital revolutions such as big data, cryptocurrencies, and

artificial intelligence. Not in our wildest imagination did we expect 2020
to turn out the way it did. 

We realize however that despite not knowing exactly where the winds will take
us, constantly transforming with the world can prepare us for the rapid shifts we

may encounter. Despite the struggles, we can innovate; in the face of
uncertainty, we can think on our feet. 

This is what brought us to expand our portfolio and enhance the learning
solutions we offer. In light of these challenges, we want to equip you with the
necessary tools and skills to help you adapt to the new normal. Introducing

Discover’s DISC-based behavioral assessment, IMC’s flexible learning
management system, and Vengreso’s digital sales solutions. We offer you a more

holistic approach to your learning journey.
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CLOSE-UP

Discover provides DISC-based
psychometric assessments for talent
development across the management
spectrum. It is a strong aid for
recruitment, coaching, reorganization,
reskilling, and other activities where
having a deep understanding of
employees natural behavior is crucial.

We at Manila Execon Group, Inc. equip organizations with the best learning solutions to
lead the transformation needed in this ever-changing world. Offering more than 70
learner-centered programs designed to help organizations grow more collaboratively,
productively, and profitably, we ensure that our clients are provided with what they need
the most—in a way that is understandable and relatable to each individual and their
organization.

OUR INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS
FOR LEARNING - AT A GLANCE.

WORLDCLASS AT THE TIP OF YOUR FINGERS

AchieveForum enables learners to
cultivate leadership and strategies at all
levels of the organization. It empowers
them  to lead from where they are and
instills confidence which enables them
to turn their big visions into reality.

Communispond recognizes that
communication is a crucial skill to learn;
however, it is oftentimes overlooked.
Communispond helps learners exude
confidence and improve the way they
communicate and connect with others
— allowing them to cultivate credibility
and create better relationships.

Kepner-Tregoe invites learners to dig
deeper and understand the situations
around them better through a set of
tried and tested processes. These
untangle confusion and remove
roadblocks that usually hinder us from
seeing the whole picture, delaying us
from resolving our concerns.

Through an exclusive arrangement with
our consultant, we introduce Korn Ferry
Digital. The solutions it carries help
organizations accelerate revenue growth
and build customer loyalty through
exceptional service and support.
Moreover, Korn Ferry's vast research on
profiling and assessments allows a more
robust engagement with the learners.

Vengreso helps sales professionals create
more conversations with qualified buyers
online. It is the only digital sales training
and consulting service provider that
transforms content strategy for sales
enablement, LinkedIn makeovers for
individuals and teams at scale and digital
sales training.

IMC provides organizations a flexible learning management system (LMS) to help them
efficiently manage their employees' learning journeys. This user-centric LMS enables
learners to decide which learning path to take and how to access it – mobile, online, offline,
on the internet or through an app.
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LIVE
VIRTUAL
LEARNING
Engage learners at a deeper level with our
Live Virtual Learning programs
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WHY LIVE VIRTUAL LEARNING?

Our Live Virtual Learning programs allow learners to unlock learning
solutions from wherever they are—with no travel needed. Delivered by our
certified program leaders and subject-matter experts, this approach
guarantees solutions that will help learners engage in an innovative and
efficient way. This provides learners greater flexibility and a heightened
opportunity to meet their goals and objectives. 

Interactive and highly engaging learning
experience that captivates and invites
participants' commitment to learn 

Manageable timeframe to ensure
comprehension of new concepts

Convenience that allows participants to have
the autonomy on how and where they learn
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Cultivate Leadership
and Strategies

Emerging Leaders
Activating Change: Individual Contributor™

Emerging & First-level Leaders
Guiding Collaborative Discussion™
Hallmarks of Supervisory Success™
Identifying Work Priorities & Setting Verifiable
Goals: Individual Contributor™
Influencing Outcomes Through Others™
Making Collaborative Decisions™
Managing Your Priorities™
Resolving Conflicts with Your Peers™

Building Team Pride & Purpose™
Clarifying Performance Expectations™
Conducting Performance Reviews™
Correcting Performance Problems™
Developing Team Agility™
Identifying Work Priorities and Setting
Verifiable Goals: Manager Version™
Leading Innovation: From Concept to
Customer Value™
Leading Virtually: A Framework for Success™
Offering Rewards & Recognition™
Problem-Solving Results: Solutions,
Improvements, and Innovations™
Realizing Talent in Others™
Shaping a Motivational Workplace™
Leading Innovation: From Concept to
Customer Value™
Delegating for Shared Success™

First-level & Mid-level Leaders

Generations in the Workplace: Leveraging
Age Diversity™

First-level, Mid-level, & Senior -level
Leaders

Building Commitment to Results™
Connecting People to Strategy™
Developing Your Leadership Presence™
Leading with Influence™

Accelerating Strategic Initiatives™
Bridging Strategies to Outcomes™
Dilemma Management™
Leading Change™
Leading Through Transitions™
Skillful Conversations™

Mid-level Leaders

Mid-level & Senior-level Leaders

Adapting to Constant Change™
Building Trust Under Pressure: The Basic
Principles™
Storytelling in Business™

All Levels of Leaders
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LIVE VIRTUAL LEARNING SOLUTIONS



Promote Clear-thinking
and Revitalize Processes

Frontline Simulation
Project Management
Problem Solving and Decision Making
Troubleshooting Simulation

Accelerate Revenue Growth
and Build Customer Loyalty

Conceptual Selling® with Perspective
Professional Selling Skills®
Professional Sales Negotiations™
Strategic Selling with Perspective™
Strategic and Conceptual Selling with
Perspective Combined™

Sales

Building Customer Loyalty™
Mastering Conversation Essentials™
Strengthening Customer Connections™
Navigating Challenging Situations™
Exploring Digital Communications™

Service

Create and Win Sales
Conversations Online

Selling with LinkedIn®
Selling with Sales Navigator

Improve Communication
and Relationships

Virtual Meeting Skills™
Virtual Presentation Skills™

Best bundled with the Virtual Hosting Skills program
—a technical workshop designed to help learners who
host or "produce" online engagements navigate the
functionalities of the web-meeting platform Zoom.

transformtransform
your learningyour learning
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Make informed decisions when you
approach people management with
Discover Assessments

ASSESSMENTS
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Our world changes rapidly which tempts us to
think that it always demands immediate
action. There are times however when this
approach is not only unproductive but can
also be destructive.  Ignoring the importance
of evaluating and assessing situations may
lead to making wrong decisions that could
have been avoided in the first place had we
given it more thought. 

This goes the same with people management.
Whether it be for choosing the right person or
choosing the most suitable learning path for
employees, jumping into a decision without
careful consideration can lead to losses in
time, effort, money, and even people. All that
would be left of us are regrets and - let’s not
forget - an adverse impact to the organization
one way or another. 

These are some of the concerns that Discover
wants to address with the solutions it offers.
Discover recognizes that the world needs
quick answers without foregoing reliability
and quality. With its scientifically-backed 
DISC-based behavioral assessment that’s
quick and easy on both the evaluator and the
person being assessed, it is a reliable aid in
people management activities (e.g. coaching,
re-skilling, recruitment, etc..) that require
indepth behavioral knowledge on employees.

One common misconception when it comes to
assessments is that it simply is an add-on that we can
do away with. What many forget however is that we
need reliable information for us to make sound
decisions. In people management, such reliable
information can be taken from assessments
conducted. Forgo that and many people management
activities will likely be approached arbitrarily. 

This global pandemic rattled most, if not all, businesses
to the core. To cope with this, two of the most
common strategies organizations have taken is to
either reskill their employees or reorganize their
businesses. Both of these coping strategies need
strong people management skills to strategically
address manpower demands as quickly as possible.
But we can only handle so much in a given amount of
time. 

This is where the value of assessments come in.
Assessments can aid people management
professionals in making crucial decisions regarding
their organization’s employees. From assessments,
they can gauge where an individual would best
perform and succeed. This is relevant information
especially at a time when employees’ success paves
the way for the organization’s success.

THE PLACE OF ASSESSMENTS
IN A PANDEMIC-STRICKEN ERA

introducing

is quick and easy
is highly interactive
provides unlimited
assessments and reports

Access a DISC-based behavioral
assessment tool that...

CLICK HERE TO LEARN MORE
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Access limitless possibilities in the way you learn
with IMC's Learning Management System

LEARNING
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM
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The original intention behind us migrating to digital is to
improve the way we do things. In the new normal
however, it is due to the fact that it's the only way to go.
Long gone are the days when we can dilly-dally in the
way we approached digital revolution. Not when 'now or
never' is staring us right in the face.

It is a form of consolation though knowing that we have
technology to rely on despite the limitations this
pandemic has put us in. We're not completely
immobilized – we can adjust and adapt in the new world
we live in.

In the same way, as things go on, so will learning and
development. The goal to stay ahead – or afloat for the
time being – continues to be the north star of all
organizations. Such an aspiration entails the continuous
growth and improvement of their employees, one which
is heavily-reliant on the learning and development
solutions that are given them.

Learning Management Systems can greatly aid in making
this happen. Providing a platform that learners can
virtually interact with at their own convenience ensures
that employees are still expanding their knowledge and
skills – relevant to facing the unpredictable challenges
the world presents day-by-day.

IMC makes learning better – by
redefining the way we learn. 

Experts in strategy, technology and e-learning
content work hand in hand to offer holistic
and tailored e-learning solutions – worldwide.

Founded as a German university spin-off at
Saarland University, IMC provides holistic
support to more than 1,200 companies, public
and educational institutions from all sectors
and of all sizes in the planning and
implementation of digital training strategies.
While IMC is rooted in Germany, it is a global
company through and through, counting
more than 300 employees worldwide. More
than seven million users around the world
successfully master their individual
professional challenges every day, thanks to
IMC’s solutions. 

Their award-winning product portfolio
comprises learning management,
performance support and authoring solutions.
In addition, IMC offers conceptual design and
tailored learning content creation in their E-
learning Content division. An extensive library
of immediately available standard learning
content completes IMC’s portfolio. Moreover,
their Learning Strategy Consultants integrate
all elements of e-learning with each other and
aligns it with your business strategy for
maximum effectiveness.

introducing

LEARNING MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM IN THE TIME OF
COVID-19

ABOUT IMC

Interested to learn more?
Schedule a demo with our experts today!

Contact us at 
info@meginc.com.ph
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FEATURED ARTICLE

COVID-19 PANDEMIC:

IN SEARCH OF SILVER LININGS
Published by: Kepner-Tregoe

When the call to stay home to flatten the curve came
in, we suddenly had a lot of time for things we wished
we had time for in the past: family, exercise, cleaning
closets, Netflix... But sometimes when you get what
you “wished” for; you end up drowning in it. There are
other silverish linings to the abundant isolation, Zoom-
time and family time going on now, and ways to
leverage this time with an eye on both the present and
future.

Identify Potential Opportunities
Identify Likely Causes
Take Promoting Actions

POA explores two good questions: “What could go
better than expected?” and “What can we do now to
make the most of it?” There are three main steps for
exploring silver linings using POA.

1.
2.
3.

Identify Potential Opportunities

You don’t need to start with opportunities for this to
work. List out the potential problems you and/or your
business are facing and then flip them. For example, if
a problem you face is that most of your on-going job
responsibilities are moot during the current crisis,
consider how this frees you up for other work-related
activities such as training, writing up past-due reports,
or tackling lesser priority work that will clear the decks
so you can hit the ground running in the future. Is
your job on the line in this floundering economy or are
you suddenly out of work? This is the “opportunity” to
regroup and take stock. Is it time to fast track
improving a software skill or learn about personal
branding? Your project deadlines up in smoke?
Perhaps there’s an opportunity to revisit project goals,
better prepare your project team or look for cost
reductions or unnecessary complexities.

To create a list of potential opportunities, you can ask:

What decision, action, plan, or end result do I/we need
to leverage?

What decision, action, plan, or end result might
contain an unexpected benefit?

Kepner-Tregoe has a risk management tool, Potential Problem
Analysis (PPA), that is used to anticipate problems and set up
contingency and mitigation plans. Potential Opportunity Analysis
(POA) turns PPA on its head and looks for the opportunities that
arise when change happens. An example of a classic use of POA
is before a “shut,” when a plant is closed down for maintenance
or repairs allowing opportunities to plan for additional activities
(unscheduled cleaning, additional repairs, reorganizing, etc.)
since the plant is shut down anyway. During this Covid-19 shut,
POA can provide a tool for exploring some silver linings or at
least ways to find some useful actions.

Potential Opportunity Analysis can be used to look for
positive opportunities for your community, family,
personal health or other topics. For this [article], we
discuss it as it applies to work and the opportunities
that can be pursued in even these difficult times. It’s a
powerful tool, so use it only for the greater good.

KT founders Charles Kepner and Ben Tregoe
described it this way: POA is a pattern of thinking
that enables us to change and improve the
future, rather than allow the future to arrive
entirely on its own terms. This analysis is a
protective and enhancing process through which
we ensure that the future will be as good as we
can make it.
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Build a list with short, clear statements of the opportunity that include
action, end result and modifiers. A realistic time frame and costs may be
worth considering.

Currently, many organizations are looking for opportunities to survive or
to help out because their current business is on pause or because they
have needed expertise in this time of crisis. Restaurants are struggling
to survive by offering take out, doctors are turning to telemedicine,
clothing manufacturers are making medical face masks, varied
manufacturers are gearing up to make ventilators and universities are
putting classes online.

By looking at the problems you face in your job, you may find
opportunities that weren’t worth considering before, didn’t exist, or you
simply did not have the time, inclination or need to pursue them in the
past.

Identify Likely Causes

Yes, the virus did it…but  POA helps us to assess what might happen and
what decisions might be necessary now or in the future to adapt better
to this current situation. There may be a cascade of causes that reveal
future opportunities if you ask, what could cause this potential
opportunity and then ask, what else?

Take actions to encourage likely causes

What can you do to promote or increase the chances of these
opportunities?

How can we ensure that the current changes can actually yield a
potential opportunity?

List actions you can take to promote opportunities and positive change.
Add in any needed resources and a relevant timeframe. For example,
widespread unemployment may cause the government to offer free or
affordable training: consider how you can improve your skills or how you
can redirect your career. Are you always “fire-fighting” at work—that is
solving short-term situations instead of focusing on what adds real
value? With everything paused, you may be able to determine what will
matter most when the world starts up again and spend some badly
needed time on these high-value activities.

Except for the hard-working people who can’t work at home now and
have to show up every day despite or because of the pandemic, those
of us sitting at home have an opportunity to reflect. The POA process
helps us to look at today’s problems and then consider the silver linings,
to ask what else, and to imagine and prepare for the future.
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FEATURED ARTICLE

ADVICE FROM
THE EXPERTS:

SIX TIPS FOR
LEADING
YOUR TEAM
REMOTELY

Published by: Findcourses.com

Since the outbreak of the coronavirus (COVID-19),
many organizations have made the decision to allow
employees to work from home. As a manager, being
faced with an entirely virtual team in the blink of an
eye can be disorienting. How do you maintain the
same level of communication and collaboration in
your team when everyone is working remotely?

Whether your company has allowed employees to
work remotely for years or it’s a completely new
dynamic, now is the perfect time to create a plan for
leading your team remotely. Setting guidelines in place
early on will help you clearly communicate the new
protocol to your team and take a little uncertainty out
of an otherwise uncertain time.

To help you, we went to the experts, many of whom
are contracted by Fortune 500 companies to help with
their remote working policies and who hold regular
training sessions to help individuals thrive in remote
work situations. They gave us their best advice so we
could create for you a list of six actions every manager
should take when leading their team remotely.

1. See Eye-To-Eye - Literally!
As any company that operates remotely will tell you,
frequent interaction among employees is key. While
those companies hire people who choose to work
remotely and understand the implications, the current
situation means that people who aren’t accustomed to
working outside of an office environment must quickly
adapt.

That’s why it’s important to maintain a high level of
interaction like employees are used to in an office.
According to our experts, the best way is through
frequent, daily check-ins using audio and video to
simulate real-world interactions:

“Everywhere you turn people are talking about ‘social distancing’
when it really needs to be labeled as ‘physical distancing.

’Now more than ever with so many of us working remotely we
need to be socially connected! As leaders you need to set up
short virtual one-on-one meetings and total team meetings
using your organization’s technology and webcams. 

The value of this is that you get to hear others’ voices, see their
faces and read their body language which is 93% of the
communication experience. Only 7% of our communication is
the words we speak.”

- Nanci Appleman-Vassil, CEO of APLS Group

“Set up daily check-ins for 15-30 minutes a day to make sure
everyone is on track and knows what to be working on. 
Additionally, this gives you a small bit of social interaction that
we are all craving!”

- Danny M. Goldberg, Founder of Gold SRD
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Published by: Findcourses.com

4. Think Visually, Present Virtually

If you want to keep your employees engaged and
productive during your virtual meetings, it’s not
enough to put everyone in front of a webcam and
start talking. There are many virtual collaboration tools
to keep meetings interesting and fun! From online
polls to gauge group opinion to virtual whiteboards
complete with post-its made of pixels, our experts
recommend using creative visuals in your virtual
presentations.

“The key to driving business forward in a remote setting is
understanding how to create a two-way dialogue—not a
monologue—with your audience. You must plan interaction
upfront and think visually when presenting virtually!” 

- Lee Lazarus, Co-founder of The Presentation Company

“Managing remote teams is not just about giving people tools
(like a webcam and virtual meeting platform)—it’s about
arming them with strategies for engaging their audience and
making virtual meetings just as collaborative as face-to-face”

- Janine Kurnoff, Co-founder of The Presentation Company

“Keeping participants focused in a virtual meeting is
exponentially more difficult than in a face-to-face setting. To
help run an effective virtual meeting we recommend starting
with these three tips: identify the purpose and outcomes of the
meeting, address items that need input early on, and indicate
which agenda topics will be interactive so people know they’re
expected to participate.”

- Scott D’Amico, VP of Communispond

3. Agree on Meeting Agendas

When collaborating remotely, it’s important to make
each meeting count since quick chats or group
meetings require more planning than in an office
environment. Get the most out of every meeting by
briefly sketching out the meeting agenda and goals
and sending it to all participants. That way, everyone
comes prepared and ready to present their ideas.

2. Communicate About Communication

In an office environment, employees and managers
can signal their availability in a number of ways:
opening your office door, taking off the noise-
cancelling headphones, or making friendly eye contact
to show you’re available for a chat. When these visual
cues are removed, how do we virtually ‘open the door’
to communication?

Our experts say it’s important to set clear guidelines
about when and how you want to be contacted.
Whether that’s through frequent, scheduled or
spontaneous video chats, a messaging platform like
Slack, or just email, be firm with your decision so
employees know when you’re available.

“Set specific guidelines for how you will communicate with
others. People like to know how often and through what
channels you can be reached—when working remotely or not.”

- Ellen Cates, Project Coordinator at PPS International Limited

“Invite more frequent planned and impromptu
communications. Working remotely can create a sense of
isolation, so scheduling regular conversations and spontaneous,
unannounced check-ins will create a sense of being connected,
involved and valued.The impromptu calls offer a way to invite
others to share their perspectives, participate in a generative
dialogue, or to develop relationships." 

- Alex Grimshaw, Senior Partner at PPS International Limited
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6. Give Gold Stars

During this period of social distancing and working
remotely, focusing on positive goals and
achievements helps keep employees feel motivated.
Acknowledging and celebrating your team’s wins
boosts morale and helps employees strive to reach
their goals. Many people feel worried or
apprehensive now, but our experts know that a little
positive feedback can go a long way.

If you’re a newly remote leader or leading newly
remote team members, you can get support through
virtual learning to help you and your team thrive from
the experts who contributed their advice above. In
the words of John Bruce, CEO of Performex: “How do
you want your team to remember your leadership
during this time of uncertainty?” Above all, lead by
example and with care, compassion, and
understanding.

5. Make It Clear You Care

Sometimes, what employees miss most about going to
the office everyday is the feeling of camaraderie and
social interaction that happens spontaneously. If your
employees are missing their coffee breaks or
watercooler chats, it’s understandable. Let them know
you care about them and their mental health. Uplifted
moods are just as contagious as the coronavirus, so
share little moments of joy and check in on each
other. Our experts agree about the importance of
making it clear you care.

“Let some interpersonal/intergroup socializing take place before
calls or meetings so employees can let each other know their
individual situations and have the manager/leader start the
socializing by asking how people are doing in these current
uncertain times.The old John Maxwell axiom especially applies:
‘Employees don’t care how much you know until they know how
much you care!’” 

- Bill Walsh, Founder & CEO of Proven Training Solutions

“Hold a daily team brief meeting—10 minutes tops—to check
in on how people are doing and to report out on focus for the

day. This structure can help reduce being disconnected and
replaces the natural small-talk that tends to happen when the

team is all in one location.”

- Kelly Fairbairn, President of PPS International Limited

WORKING DIGITALLY?

Virtual Presentation Skills™

Check out programs perfect for online meetings!

Virtual Meeting Skills™

Participants learn to become
comfortable using a web
platform, practice presenting
visuals, and learn techniques
for making their presentations
work in an online environment.

Participants learn how to plan
and lead more engaging and
effective virtual meetings. They
also learn when a virtual meeting
is even necessary for more
productive conversations.

Best bundled with the Virtual Hosting Skills program—a technical workshop
designed to help learners who host or "produce" online engagements navigate the
functionalities of the web-meeting platform Zoom.



VIRTUAL

Plan ahead and reserve your slot
in our upcoming workshops!

PUBLIC
WORKSHOPS

Equip project leaders practical,
scalable solutions to define, plan
and implement any type of project
—regardless of size or scope.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION DATES

September 28 - October 1, 2020
November 16-19, 2020
January 18-21, 2021
April 19-22, 2021
July 12-15, 2021
October 4-7, 2021

Learn a step-by-step process for
successfully solving problems,
prioritizing issues, making good
decisions, and analyzing potential
risks and opportunities.

October 26-29, 2020
February 1-4, 2021
May 4-7 2021
August 2-5, 2021
October 18-21, 2021

DISCovering Yourself
January 11, 2021
March 22, 2021
July 5, 2021
September 27, 2021

Learn how to host or "produce"
online engagements and navigate
the functionalities of the web-
meeting platform Zoom.

February 17, 2021
May 17, 2021
August 16, 2021
November 8, 2021

Duration per schedule: 60mins
Time: 9:00AM - 10:00AM

Analyze your behavioral profile and 
gain awareness on which areas to
strengthen and improve on, to
boost your productivity and
efficiency as a professional.

Virtual Hosting Skills
Duration per schedule: 120mins*
Time: 9:00AM - 11:00AM

*inclusive of breaks

Problem Solving and
Decision Making
Duration per schedule: 4 half days*
Time: 8:00AM - 12:00NN

*inclusive of breaks

Project Management
Duration per schedule: 4 half days*
Time: 8:00AM - 12:00NN

*inclusive of breaks
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Learn steps and tips to deliver
effective presentations in virtual
environments.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION DATES

October 12-13, 2020
March 1-2, 2021
June 7-8, 2021
September 6-7, 2021
October 12, 2020
November 22-23, 2021

Learn how to plan and lead 
engaging and effective
virtual meetings.

December 14, 2020
March 15, 2021
June 21, 2021
September 20, 2021
December 6, 2021

Virtual Presentation
Skills
Duration per schedule: 2 half days*
Time: 8:00AM - 12:00NN

*inclusive of breaks

Virtual Meeting Skills
Duration per schedule: 1 half day*
Time: 8:00AM - 12:00NN

*inclusive of breaks
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TRANSFORM
YOUR
LEARNING

Manila Execon Group, Inc. has been a
strong learning solutions provider for

organizations in Asia, including
companies part of the Fortune 500,

for more than 30 years. With our
experts, you can trust that your

growth is in good hands.

Your success is our
success. Our goal is to

bring you further through
transformative learning.  

M A N I L A  E X E C O N  G R O U P ,  I N C .

info@meginc.com.ph

www.manilaexecon.com

For updates and more, 
follow @manilaexecon!






